Tethering polymer brushes onto a substrate is an effective approach to tailor surface properties such as reactivity to biologically active molecules and adhesion[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4]. In the past decade, the fabrication of grafted, cross-linked and hydrogel-like films has become increasingly popular due to its advantages such as more stable interface with substrates[@b5][@b6], more uniform coverage, higher storage capacity to accommodate nanoparticles, enzymes, cells, drug molecules, etc[@b7][@b8][@b9].

However, the surface properties and storage capacity of current surface attached hydrogel films are usually highly environmentally sensitive. Indeed, changes in a number of environmental parameters, such as solvent, temperature, pH, ionic strength or the presence of biomolecules, will induce considerable variations in the mesh-size of the polymer networks, thus affecting their encapsulating ability and surface properties. In addition, swelling-induced surface instabilities such as creases in the hydrogel layer can cause its delamination from the substrate[@b10][@b11]. In general, fabricating a network with hydrophobic macromolecules is a facile solution to prevent this swelling in water. However, the resulting hydrophobic network is not a friendly host for delicate biomolecules. Therefore, there is great demand for a non-swelling hydrophilic "molecular net-cloth" grafted on a substrate. To realize this aim, there are a number of chemistry issues that must be faced: 1) how to achieve perfect covalent attachment to the substrate, 2) how to form uniform and mesh size adjustable network, 3) and how to achieve the controllable thickness of the net-cloth.

Currently reported methods for fabricating cross-linked networks on various substrates mostly utilize conventional free radical polymerization which is characterized by two limitations due to their uncontrollable polymerization mechanism: one is the production of heterogeneous network structures, the second is defective polymer layers or layers with arbitrary thickness[@b12][@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16]. Controlled/living radical polymerization (CLRP) techniques have been demonstrated to be advantageous in developing homogeneous polymer networks with controlled microstructure[@b17][@b18][@b19]. However, since the CLRP methods generally require tedious pretreatment process prior to the immobilization of initiators on surface, it is difficult to directly apply them to inert polymeric substrates. What is worse, considering the restraints of bio-applications, i.e., the susceptibility of biomolecules to harsh environments, most of these systems have inherent adverse elements such as the copper used in atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP)[@b20], high temperatures in nitroxide-mediated polymerization (NMP)[@b21], and UV irradiation in photoiniferter-controlled polymerization[@b22]. Therefore, the goal of developing a polymerization strategy capable of producing the desired molecular network but also compatible with biomolecules represents a great challenge.

Herein, with poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) as bifunctional monomer and LDPE as model of substrates at room temperature, we provide an ideal solution to fabricate a dense "PEG molecular net-cloth" on polymeric substrates without swelling. This is achieved using a novel bottom-up strategy of visible light induced surface controlled graft cross-linking polymerization (VSCGCP).Our work demonstrates that: 1) this molecular net-cloth is characterized by a uniform mesh size, non-swelling and even/controllable thickness, and could be fabricated onto any substrate containing C-H groups; 2) this strategy is suitable for *in situ* encapsulation of active biomolecules like enzymes within the molecular net-cloth, and 3) it displays excellent surface anti-fouling properties and retains dormant groups on its surface, making it facile to fabricate protein chips or microarrays with high immobilization density on this anti-fouling background. In particular, the simplicity of implementing this reaction makes its use in industry highly feasible.

Results
=======

Synthesis and formation mechanism of PEG-based molecular net-cloth
------------------------------------------------------------------

The reaction mechanism and procedures are shown in ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The pre-treatment step uses UV light to seed isopropyl thioxanthone (ITX) dormant groups onto the surface of a substrate (in this case, low-density polyethylene (LDPE) film was used as a model). Under UV irradiation, the excited ITX abstracted surface H atoms from the LDPE film to form ITX semipinacol (ITXSP) radicals and surface radicals, which sequentially coupled with each other, leading to a ITXSP terminated LDPE film (denoted as LDPE-ITXSP)[@b23][@b24]. Following this, with the LDPE-ITXSP film as a substrate and a sandwich-like reaction setup, we conducted surface graft polymerization of PEGDA 575 (i.e. PEGDA with molecular weight of 575 Da) under visible light (380--700 nm). [Figure 1a and 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} show the kinetic character of the grafted system where the graft density *D*~g~ increased with irradiation time and was significantly influenced by irradiation intensity and PEGDA 575 concentration, which demonstrated that the values of *D*~g~ could precisely controlled by these parameters. Then, with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), we measured the cross section and surface of PEGDA grafted film, and very surprisingly found that the grafted layer not only had an unusual uniform thickness ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and a smooth top surface ([Supplementary Fig. S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) but also had a dense inner-structure ([Fig. 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). By quantification of the average thickness of the grafted PEGDA layer, it was found that the PEGDA layer increased linearly with irradiation time ([Fig.1e](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). An average growth rate of 33.2 nm/min was derived by linear regression from the range of the PEGDA thickness from 450 nm to 3.25 μm. This revealed the controlled grafting nature of the VSCGCP strategy. The growth rate for PEGDA is higher than that of GMA (12.6 nm/min) reported previously[@b23]. This may be attributed to the formation of a denser network structure with PEGDA rather than with GMA. Such a dense network could restrict diffusion of ITXSP. Thus radical deactivation within the local environment was significantly impeded, resulting in a higher radical concentration and subsequently a faster polymerization rate.

To investigate the stability and swelling properties of the PEGDA grafted layers, we fabricated arrays of PEGDA 575 micro-columns on LDPE film with a photomask. We put the patterned films in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) at 37°C for 4 weeks, and found no detachment, indicating a stable interface between the PEGDA arrays and the base LDPE film. In contrast, micropatterns of PEGDA gel on glass as reported in the literature were delaminated from the surface upon hydration for 3 days[@b25][@b26]. The swelling properties of the PEGDA 575 micro-columns were investigated by measuring height and width changes before and after swelling. It was unexpectedly found that neither height nor diameter of the PEGDA 575 micro-columns showed detectable changes after immersion in deionized water for 24 hours ([Supplementary Fig. S6](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is rather different from the swelling properties of the PEGDA 575 hydrogel reported previously, where more than 16% swelling was observed[@b11][@b27]. However, when higher molecular weight PEGDA, such as PEGDA 1000 and PEGDA 4000 were used, a detectable swelling was observed. For PEGDA 1000 and PEGDA 4000 arrays, the increases of micro-column height were 1.6 ± 0.4% and 7.1 ± 1.0% respectively. It is clear that the degree of swelling depends on the chain length of the PEGDA oligomer and consequently the mesh size of the cross-linked PEGDA network. Considering the results above, it can be concluded that with PEGDA 575 as bifunctional monomer and using the VSCGCP strategy, we have, for the first time fabricated a kind of grafted PEG network layer featuring dense/even controllable thickness, flat surface and non-swelling property onto surface of routine polymeric substrates. In order to differentiate it from the previous reported hydrogel films, we use the name "PEG molecular net-cloth" to designate this special 3D structure.

Formation of the PEG molecular net-cloth could be ascribed to a two-phase polymerization system consisting of a solid ITXSP-LDPE and an aqueous PEGDA solution, with the polymerization taking place at the interface of the two phases, as shown in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Under visible light, ITXSP dormant groups on the LDPE film were photolyzed to produce surface carbon radicals and ITXSP radicals. Surface carbon radicals immediately initiate polymerization and cross-linking of PEGDA, forming a layer of PEG network grafted on the surface. However, the ITXSP radicals, due to very low initiating ability, would only couple to the chain radicals of the PEG network and terminate the polymerization. Consequently, a "controlled surface graft polymerization" featuring a reversible deactivation/activation equilibrium with ITXSP as dormant groups was formed ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). In the meantime, PEGDA monomers in solution gradually diffused and were deposited onto the surface and consequently were incorporated into the PEG network. This ensured continuous, even growth of the PEG network layer from the bottom up.

Many UV radiation systems reported previously showed fast layer growth rates in the range of tens to hundreds of micrometers within one minute[@b28][@b29]. In contrast, the growth rate of the PEG network layer in the present system is very low (i.e. 33.2 nm/min, [Fig. 1e](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Clearly, this low growth rate came from the controlled polymerization of the system defined by a reversible deactivation/activation equilibrium ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Undoubtedly, this slow polymerization rate provides sufficient time for diffusion and incorporation of the PEGDA monomer onto the surface of the PEG networks[@b30], which are highly relevant in achieving the even mesh size, even thickness and flat surface of the film. Therefore, it is believed that the non-swelling property of the PEGDA 575 network was partially due to the smaller mesh size defined by the short chain length of PEGDA 575, and partially due to the restriction of chemical binding of the network on the surface[@b31].

Should the reaction follow the above mechanism, no double bonds or pendent free chains would exist during the VSCGCP process. To investigate this, we tracked the attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra of the PEG network layer during its growth process. As shown in [Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, the characteristic peak of ester groups at 1729 cm^−1^ was observed, indicating the presence of PEG network layer on LDPE. We compared the ratios of integral peak area of C = O stretches at 1729 cm^−1^ over that of methylene deformation at 1460 cm^−1^ at different irradiation times. The ratios were 1.25, 1.86, 2.25 and 2.72 for 10, 20, 50, 70 minutes irradiation respectively. The results were in good agreement with the progress of the polymerization process. However, no characteristic peak for C = C groups, typically at 1636 cm^−1^, was observed during the whole polymerization process, suggesting no acrylic groups left in the grafted layer and thus providing convincing evidence to the above-mentioned mechanism[@b32][@b33].

All the formed PEG molecular net-cloths are hydrophilic, having a similar water contact angle of 50° regardless of their irradiation time and consequently their thickness ([Supplementary Fig. S7a](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This again indicates a uniform coverage of the PEGDA layer on LDPE films. The anti-fouling property of the PEG molecular net-cloth was evaluated by the adsorption of a model protein, fluorescein isothiocynate labeled bovine serum albumin (FITC-BSA). As shown in [Supplementary Fig. S7b](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the unmodified LDPE region showed strong fluorescence (due to the absorbed FITC-BSA) whereas the PEG molecular net-cloth strips remain dark, indicating an excellent resistance to protein absorption on the PEG molecular net-cloth. Similarly, no cells adhered to the PEG molecular net-cloth patterns after 24 h in culture ([Supplementary Fig.S7c](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), demonstrating its excellent resistance to cell adhesion.

Entrapment of enzyme in PEG molecular net-cloth
-----------------------------------------------

The unique formation of a dense, non-swelling PEG molecular net cloth under bio-friendly conditions offers an ideal "3D net" to accommodate delicate biomolecules, such as enzymes or antibodies[@b34]. However, to realize this, it is necessary to evaluate whether VSCGCP can smoothly proceed in the presence of these biomacromolecules and if they can be effectively encapsulated by the 3D PEG molecular net-cloth *in situ*. As a proof-of-concept, we evaluated this with a dual enzyme system of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and glucose oxidase (GOD), which have been well established for the detection of glucose concentration ([Fig. 3a and b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). In a typical reaction, one molecule of glucose is oxidized to gluconic acid by oxygen in the presence of GOD and produces one molecule of H~2~O~2~, which react quantitatively with 4-aminoantipyrine and phenol to form red products in the catalysis of HRP. The absorption intensity of the red colored product at 505 nm is directly proportional to the glucose concentration in the sample and can be easily detected by a UV-vis spectrometer. The PEGDA 575 monomer solutions containing enzymes were used in the same VSCGCP procedure on a LDPE film, resulting in a PEG molecular net-cloth with trapped enzymes throughout the film (denoted as LDPE-ENZYME). By a dye-complexation method, we found that more than 58% of the enzymes were immobilized, which corresponded to an immobilization density of 8.2 ± 2.1 μg/cm^2^, indicating the VSCGCP occurred successfully and was able to entrap enzymes *in situ*.

Next, we evaluated the activities of the entrapped enzymes and stability of the trapping. We immersed a LDPE-ENZYME film in a 5 mmol/L glucose solution and monitored its absorbance at 505 nm. As shown in [Fig. 3c, a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} typical linear relationship between absorbance and time was observed, showing the activity of the entrapped enzymes. In a control experiment, HRP and GOD were entrapped under UV irradiation and completely lost their enzymic activity after 3 min exposure to UV light ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the plots from three repeated experiments on the same LDPE-ENZYME film (with washing in between) match each other ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). This shows an excellent retention of enzymes within the PEG molecular net-cloth, allowing reliable comparison of multiple measurements with the same film. As shown in [Fig. 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, a linear increase of absorbance with glucose concentration was obtained, showing the detection limit of 2 mmol/L for the film with the immobilization density of 8.2 ± 2.1 μg/cm^2^. It is anticipated that the detection limit could be greatly improved by further increasing the enzyme trapping density.

High density protein immobilization on anti-fouling background
--------------------------------------------------------------

In the development of high performance biochips, improving immobilization density of probe biomolecules and eliminating nonspecific adsorption are both critical[@b35]. Our VSCGCP strategy offers a most practical solution to these issues, as shown in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. Firstly, the layer of PEG molecular net-cloth provided an excellent anti-fouling background. Secondly, with a photomask, the PEG layer allows further grafting polymerization of monomers with reactive groups on top and at defined regions. The feature of controlled polymerization enables precise control of the thickness and mesh size of the second functional layer, so that small biomolecules (e.g proteins or DNA) can enter its whole network and be immobilized by chemical conjugating. Consequently, this can enable substantially higher immobilization density than can be commonly achieved.

To evaluate this, we chose glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) as a co-monomer with PEGDA to conduct a secondary controlled grafting polymerization and obtained 40 μm micro-columns with their height varying from 187 nm to 1273 nm. In order to identify mesh sizes of the column-network that enable diffusion of proteins into the column and maintain column shape, we optimized grafting recipes and found that the 2:1 (weight ratio) of GMA to PEGDA was best. Rhodamine labeled rabbit anti-goat immunoglobulin G (Rh-IgG) was conjugated to the epoxy groups of the micro-columns. It was found that the fluorescence intensity of micro-columns increase with their height, suggesting the thicker the film of micro-columns, the more immobilized proteins ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The background fluorescence signals are negligible for those with the PEG underlayer ([Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) but significantly higher for those without ([Fig. 4d](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). These results make us believe that this 3D-microarray construction with antifouling background could markedly elevate array density and sensitivity of biochips. In addition, considering the excellent anti-absorption property of the PEG molecular net-cloth to enzymes and cell, it is feasible to prepare enzyme or cell microarrays using an approach similar to the *in situ* encapsulation protocol.

Discussion
==========

As a three dimensional network, hydrogels can provide more capacity to accommodate biomolecules than linear polymer chains. Moreover, hydrogels can provide a quasi-liquid environment which is favorable for activity retention of native proteins. Therefore, surface attached hydrogel layers are more suited to immobilize biomolecules than polymer brushes. Using the VSCGCP technique, we successfully prepared a well-defined cross-linked layer grafted onto a LDPE surface. By adjusting the PEG chain length between crosslink points, it is facile to obtain either a non-swelling molecular net-cloth graft layer or a swellable hydrogel graft layer. The precise modulation of swelling behavior of the hydrogel was believed to be attributed to the slow growth of individual chains in the controlled graft cross-linking polymerization, which guaranteed enough time for chain relaxation and diffusion, leading to a homogeneous network.

The non-swelling property of the hydrogel layer is greatly desirable when it is used to encapsulate proteins, avoiding rapid release of the physically loaded biomolecules upon hydration. More importantly, reaction conditions of for VSCGCP are very mild and so are suitable for *in situ* encapsulation of delicate biomolecules. On the other hand, the biological inertness of the PEG-based net-cloth and its reactivation capability are favorable for it to serve as an anti-fouling substrate with stable bulk properties. After further decoration of the net-cloth layer and combing it with generally used protein immobilization technology, a three-dimensional protein microarray was fabricated. This creative design eliminates non-specific absorption of background and enhances protein immobilization density at the same time, offering a new way to fabricate high performance protein chips.

Conclusion
==========

In summary, here we present the first report of a visible light induced surface controlled graft cross-linking polymerization. This strategy not only provide a new chemistry for preparing well-defined surfaces and interfaces, but also provides an ideal solution for immobilization of biomolecules that are easily damaged when exposed to UV light. Due to the universal applicability of this reaction to any surface containing C-H groups, this protocol could be readily adapted to other plastics or inorganic substrates without requiring complex pretreatment procedures.

Methods
=======

ITXSP was firstly immobilized on LDPE surfaces by abstracting hydrogen-coupling reaction under UV irradiation and denoted as LDPE-ITXSP. For conducting a VSCGCP, PEGDA aqueous solution was coated on the LDPE-ITXSP with a quartz plate cover to form a sandwich structure. This setup was then irradiated using visible light (wavelengths of 380--700 nm) for a predetermined time. The surface morphology and thickness of the cross-linked layer were analyzed by SEM. Surface chemical compositions and physical properties were analyzed by XPS, ATR-FTIR and contact angle. To produce a patterned surface, a chrome photomask was placed on top of the surface of the sandwich structure, controlling the irradiated area. The height of the microarray was characterized by atomic force microscopy. For *in situ* enzyme encapsulation, enzymes were added into the monomer solution in a process similar to that of PEGDA graft polymerization. The effectiveness of entrapped enzymes in the detection of glucose was tested by spectrometry. A 3D pattern with anti-fouling background was fabricated by two step graft polymerization each similar to VSCGCP of PEGDA. That is, PEGDA was firstly grafted on LDPE as anti-fouling background and then co-monomer of PEGDA and GMA were grafted on first layer to form a reactive 3D layer. Through routine reaction of epoxy and protein, fluorescence-labeled IgG was conjugated on the surface and its quantity was analyzed by fluorescence microscopy.
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![Synthesis of PEG molecular net-cloth covalently attached on LDPE with controllable thickness and its cross-sectional morphology.\
(a) Effect of light intensity on the *D*~g~ of graft polymerization, reaction conditions: 20 wt% PEGDA 575 aqueous solution. (b) Effect of monomer concentration on the *D*~g~ of graft polymerization, reaction conditions: light intensity = 3900 μW/cm^2^ (λ = 420 nm). (c) SEM image of cross-section of PEG network grafted on LDPE (irradiation time = 90 min). (d) Typical SEM image of cross-section of PEG network grafted on LDPE at different irradiation times. (e) Relationship between thickness of PEG network layer and irradiation time ((20 wt% PEGDA, light intensity = 2900 μW/cm^2^ (λ = 420 nm)). All values were averaged of 3 repeats and error bars correspond to the standard deviation.](srep04982-f1){#f1}

![Mechanism of the formation of surface attached PEG molecular net-cloth.\
(a, b) Scheme of VSCGCP process. (c) ATR-FTIR spectra of (PEG molecular net-cloth)/LDPE at different *D*~g~ stage (PEGDA: 30 wt%, light intensity = 3900 μW/cm^2^ (λ = 420 nm)) and their selected details.](srep04982-f2){#f2}

![*In situ* Entrapment of enzyme under visible light and its application in glucose detection.\
(a) Scheme for preparation of enzyme entrapped composite films under visible light. (b) Scheme of the glucose detection reaction catalyzed by GOD and HRP. (c)The absorbance change at 505 nm after immersing LDPE-ENZYME film into glucose solution (*C*~glucose~ = 5 mmol/L). The first, second and third data in the figure represents the reuse number of same film. The data labelled UV represents a film with enzymes was entrapped in gel layer under UV irradiation for 3 minutes at intensity of 9000 μW/cm^2^ (λ = 254 nm). (d) Relationship of absorbance with glucose concentration after immersing an LDPE-ENZYME film into glucose solution for 10 minutes. All values were averaged of 3 repeats and error bars correspond to the standard deviation.](srep04982-f3){#f3}

![High-density immobilization of protein in 3D microarray with anti-fouling background prepared by VSCGCP.\
(a) Scheme for preparing a reactive 3D microarray with anti-fouling background. (b) Fluorescence intensities of spots containing immobilized Rhodamine conjugated rabbit anti-goat IgG (Rh-IgG) as a function of the spot height. (c, d) Fluorescence image of the microarray with and without PEG molecular net-cloth. To prepare a protein conjugated microarray, the patterned film was immersed into a Rh-IgG solution with a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL for 2 hours at 30°C.](srep04982-f4){#f4}
